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About This Game

Guide Wiloo in this adventure to take back your buddy and save other animals from Dr. ETvaldo evil hands.

In this 2D old-school platformer you'll be walking unknown lands and will face lots of obstacles trough 50 stages across 5
different colorful worlds. You can count with some powerfull upgrades and animal costumes that grants you different special-

powers to overcome all challenge and danger that awaits you. Keep your eyes open, because there is many secrets hidden trough
this lands.

Heartwarming soundtrack and sounds composed by Eduardo Castro.
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Title: WILOO
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
lightUP
Publisher:
lightUP
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (32/64 bits)

Processor: Intel Atom Cherry Trail Z8300 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 integrated Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse/Keyboard - Xbox 360 Controller (Recommended)

English
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Draugen is a walking simulator with a linear story that lasts about 3 hours.

The environment of the game is very beautiful and they have used plenty of refrences of old houses and such to how things
looked in the 1920s.

Story is a bit weird, as it keeps intertwining two stories together.

The story is that you are coming to the village "Graavik" to find your sister, but when you arrive there things are not as they
should be and you start an investigation with your companion Alice.

The stories themself are fine but you can clearly tell which storyline it's put the most effort into, atleast from what i can tell.

The ending is a bit lackluster, it's pretty easy to see where it would go pretty fast but the dialouge and what you find on the way
to that ending is game, but sadly it feels like it didn't hit hard enough. the ending felt like it didnt really have a conclusive ending
to one of the storys and the ending is up to yourself to what you think it will be.

 Summary
The game is a walking simulator that will be done pretty fast but good enviorment, music and tensions from time to
time.
its a decent game, but i feel like i don't have a reason to replay it, even if i did some of the other choices, which probarly
dont have any impact on the ending either way.. The game cannot really even be called a "game". Its' really just a
cheap knock-off of TF2, except this game has no players and is generally just rubish (as well as costing $1.99!)

As with most crappy online FPS games once the servers dry up and there are no players the game pretty much dies. I
very much doubt anyone would even be able to find a active server to play in.

TL;DR - The game is rubbish and hardly works. Don't buy it.. I think that this fan sequel, while a bit weaker than the
original, is still worth a buy. The ladder, wall, and paint we all know make a comeback in this tragic fan sequel (as of
course, the original studio has disbanded).

It makes up for the cancelled sequel Watch Paint Die for sure. Worth the $1. Make sure to pick up that hair dryer DLC
for $5, worth it for sure. 2.5D dungeon-crawling, with some base-building, quest-doing, and maintaining multiple
groups of heroes. Decent bossfights that are quite challenging. If you have an eye for finely-balanced strategic
decisionmaking in games, it may feel a little rough -- but it blends genres in a manner I find charming. If you have
nostalgia for Lands of Lore or Ultima Underworld, it might scratch that itch.

Game length is determined by map size, from Tiny to Enormous. My first game was on a Tiny map, and it took me 12
hours to get to the end game, and an additional 6 hours before I could beat the final handful of dungeons. I am curious
what larger maps may hold in store, now. A long haul kind of game, but easy to pick up and put down again if you only
have five minutes to play. Dungeon-crawling may get repetative in longer games.. A dozen hours in I feel confident
recommending this game. The other reviews do a good job of covering the basics, so I will instead just call out a few
highlights and considerations.

* You will need to learn the manual and experiment with the combat system before it 'clicks'
* Early on It is sometimes hard to pinpoint why you are losing a fight because of all the different systems at play. As
time goes on you will be able to determine where you messed up.
* Mastering the combat system is very satisfying- a lot more so that just clicking the "I Win" mechanics a lot of RPGs
do to give you feel of progression without actually requiring mastery of the player.
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* Game was obvioulsy made with a lot of love and it is very apparent throughout. Dev is very receptive to feedback and
has already made many changes requested by his players. A nice dev doesn't redeem a bad game- but a nice dev behind
a good game is one I follow to support the next project.

If you are on the fence I recommend taking the plunge- steam has the refund reason for an option. Game is solid in
every aspect but is still greater than the sum of its parts. I've put my other 774 games on backlog to buy this and
marathon it and don't regret it.. This is a lovely made minimalistic 2D platformer, where you play as a cube and you
have to reach the end somehow. As the name of the game says it, the path to finish the levels isn't easy. Beside some
barriers and obstacles, which you have to pass through, you have to deal with the gravitation.

This game principle isn't that bad and the realization with a minimalistic design is also right okay. But still, this makes
fun for just a short time, after that it's hard to find the motivation to play the game through. Beside that, you need
nerves of steel to play some levels because it's ridiculously hard. And the gameplay and movement is also at some
points quite frustrating. So I can't really recommend this game, it's just for hardcore arcade and platformer gamers.

Summary
+minimalistic design
+no bugs found
+works on old\/low graphics PC's
-frustrating gameplay
-uninspired level designs
-way to hard
-save points
-confusing main menu. The Ost is pretty good, I could get addicted listening to it all day.

Also contains some soundtracks which aren't in the game yet.
^ (This one line will get outdated)

Worth to buy. Especially when you wan't to help the devs.

Edit: Oh before I forget, there is an folder with wallpapers from the artist "Akuma Kira" (One of the devs).
These are also pretty awesome.. I really like this game! It has a skill tree for the tower enhancements, whichs ups the
playability! Alot of thought and creativity went into this game to make it fun to play! There's alot of tower defense
games out there, but this one will be worth the purchase!. pros

- good looking pre-rendered graphics

- surreal moon settings

- well made cutscenes

- good voice acting

- easy to use inventory system

- interesting jules verne inspired story

cons

- badly arranged logic puzzles. there are some annoying timed sequences and trial \/ error type puzzles. puzzles are
extremely difficult, solutions also mostly obscure and confusing.
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- you have to do a lot of backtracking.. As a connoisseur of pirate life / anything related to pirates, this game is 
awesome. Please keep in mind that this is an Early Access review of an Early Access build (aka might/will change the
review when the final build is out); and I personally know the developer.

With how much has been done over the development... it's rather astonishing- in a good way of course! The character
creation is simple, but generous with how much you can create your newly established captain. There is enough
guidance for the time being to get the feel for what the game is about so far (...and it would be great if there were more
tutorials, but that's in the works already \o/). The art is spot-on (nice and colorful ;7;), and I really enjoy the music
(would like an OST of this please~ :D)

Again, this is an Early Access build, and there will be bugs, oddities, and negative gold >_> but this is to help the team
make the game better when it does come out in its final form. The lead developer has been very open with his
consumers with his past two games, and any constructive criticism (as long as you explain yourself why) would make this
a solid game, as well as have a good relationship between the game's team and its players (and that's a rarity in itself,
really).

I suggest trying it out, or to wishlist this and purchase it when it does go live \o/
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Fun wave shooter I like the horror elements that are in the game..the price is a bit high I feel for what you get definetly get the
game if it's on sale.. Oh El Matador, ya coulda been a contenda. "El Matador" is the story of DEA Agent Victor Corbett and his
efforts to help overthrow a Colombian drug cartel. And you do this by killing wave after wave of armed peons with the
occassional boss trooper thrown in there. El Matador has some good things going for it. The gunplay is nice, the levels are lively,
varied and pretty well designed. The graphics are very functional and vibrant. The story is totally B-Movie but the voice acting is
well done. So where does "El Matador" go wrong? Well, you know that whole "shooting everything you see?". Well that's
literally ALL you do. You go from point A to point B while shooting every bad guy in sight and fight a bullet sponge of a boss at
the end of the level. The second issue and by far the biggerst issue is the difficulty. Even on easy you will die and die a lot. You
can take a couple shots okay but there are so many enemies coming from so many places that you will get mowed down in no
time and while there is health available, it is really not there often enough. While El Matador is a pretty one note game, it does
not wear it's welcome out over seven chapters which can be finished in about 4 hours (less if you don't die so much). Overall I
really can't recommend El Matador. There are some very good things going for it but they're outweighed by the ridonkulous
difficulty. 5.5/10 from me.. This movie was recommended to me by the IGF awards, and I got to rent it for $1. It's a great
documentary showing the process from game idea to launching the game. Everything doesn't go as planned, but that's what
makes a documentary movie like this so valuable, to show what it's really like making a game.. Beauty Bounce is actually better
than the original game, with a more fair price for such little content. It\u2019s a full fan service visual novel that doesn\u2019t
try to be \u201cdeep\u201d or anything, it was made to be like this.

The same problem that happened with the previous game is still here, where Tomo\u2019s sprite is just a shadow, but we SEE
his f*cking face and body on CGs. There\u2019s no point on doing this if the reader already knows how he looks like. It
became annoying, to be honest.

BGM was okay, nothing memorable. The girls from the first game are back, and there are some new faces too. Overall,
it\u2019s an okay title if you enjoy lots of fan service. Even so, I recommend getting this title on a sale since I was able to finish
the whole game in around one hour (I have 3 hours of gameplay registered because I was getting the cards).

5\/10.. What an obscure point&click -game. The puzzles aren't really all that hard, but some actions have to be executed in a
certain (sometimes cryptic) order, which makes it hard to complete the game without resorting to a walkthrough here and there.
Navigation is fuzzy. The animations and characters are so unbelievably ugly they're almost endearing. There are so many easter
eggs it's enfuriating - just as you think you finally found a pixel that's useful it's yet another dev team logo or a pointless
Monkey Island reference.

On the plus side, the story is intriguing, the historical setting is okay, the way they pronounce medieval latin sounds convincing
enough, and the protagonist is a bit of an a-hole to say the least, which is certainly something different. The dialogue is the best
part of the game. I'm saying thumbs up, because my inner hipster is equally confused and delighted.. Optika is a lovely little zen
puzzle game, with the emphasis on "zen". You complete the 160 levels by redirecting light in various creative ways to activate
receivers. This isn't really a new concept, but the beauty of the game and the interesting elements you get to use make this game
unique and quite enjoyable, though, sadly, not very challenging.

Perhaps I'm a genius (I'm not - I'm lethargic and kind of A.D.D. when I game), or perhaps this game was designed for
children...but most of the levels here are really quite easy. Some levels feel very similar in their design. Thankfully there is a
handful of levels that require real thought and planning, but they are scattered across the different "level packs" - there's no
difficulty curve here. There also isn't a sense of gradually learning to use new elements - the same tools are used across all the
different level packs, seemingly at random.

I would love to have a level editor and workshop support for this game, so the community can come up with more proper
puzzles.

All in all, Optika is a very enjoyable experience and worth the price. It's the kind of game I would play for 15 minutes from
time to time, just to relax and have some fun. If you're looking for a proper puzzler, though, look elsewhere.. This game is very
peculiar, it merge two close but at the same time different genres, ARPG and top down shooter. This game is rad thanks. This
game is super awesome! If you are a Persona fan you should buy this!
I wish they will port the Perosna games to the PC too!

+ The story is super nice, i have not encountered any bugs at this moment!
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+ The game works super fine even on low end PC's, i have tried this on a old laptop.
+ The gameplay is smooth!
+ Graphics are super nice!
+ The price is super good!
+ The story has multiple endings, depends on the decisions you make ingame!
+ Nice puzzle games, it puts your brain to work!
+ Good jazz music at the bar!

++ You need to act fast! Sometimes you will get very frustrated!
+++ ATLUS \/ SEGA QUALLITY GAME!

10\/10. Graphics are beautiful, background music isn't overly annoying, UI is intuitive. However, I'm not sure if it's my laptop
or the game itself, but FF4 keeps crashing about every 10 mins. My game just freezes and I'll have to force close it before
restarting the level. This glitch left me stuck on a level that takes 15 min to clear, so effectively halting my progress. I've tried
running different compatibilities (Windows 7, 8, XP, Vista, etc.) but nothing seems to help. Overall would still recommend
though.

New Weather Effects:
Some nice new snow and rain effects has been added in this update (v1.0.0.3). Be careful, because now, the raining levels, are
slip too ;)
There is some minor improvements also.. Milo's Quest - First Alpha Gameplay:
So here it is,
the first Milo's Quest alpha gameplay trailer
It's a 2D top-down puzzle/adventure

Coming in 2019 initially for Windows PC

https://youtu.be/QBp8M3e0iC4
. DEMO version available:
Both WILOO and Sokoban Land DX received DEMO versions that can be downloaded in game's page on Steam. Now you can
try freely the first world of each game. Hope you enjoy them :). Update v1.0.13:
Hi guys,

A new update is available for WILOO. Optimizations and some improvements were made, like enhanced collisions for the
player and better FPS on some PC's.. WILOO is now available on Steam:
WILOO is now available on Steam Store with a launching discount of 10%.

Check it out!
And help WILOO to save his buddy from Dr. ETvaldo.

. lightUP Steam Page:
Hey guys :) what's up?

I have a brand New Developer/Publisher Page here on Steam. It's way easier to concentrate my informations about games and
stuff there. If you want to stay tuned about my games, new releases and updates, please follow me here:

https://store.steampowered.com/developer/lightUP. Update v1.0.1.4:
Hello guys,

In this latest update WILOO received a brand new camera that is smoother than before. Also some minor improvements were
made :). Update v1.0.11:
In this update WILOO received some Gameplay improvements.
Like a lighter HUD bar, so you can see better trough it, and now if you die, you can skip "death animations" just pressing "A" or
"Start" on Xbox Controller, and "Enter" or "Space" on Keyboard. Other minor improvements on gameplay were also made and
subtitles were added to cutscenes :)
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